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netstat tennisc that's not what i asked, no tennisc: Please use pastebin for that. the german channel said maybe flash player on 64 bit doesnt work or
something is there a samba chat? pauluntu try #samba pauluntu: that is not what you asked pauluntu: and samba is an NFS server minimec, ikonia: pauluntu:
sorry, not what you asked, it's not oh ok pauluntu: read a bit about samba. It is a windows server that can be used as an exchange server. There are several
flavors of samba, but samba4 should be close enough to what you need. minimec, the only reason I asked was because there is a guide telling you to install
samba4 over samba3 to get better performance and this guide tells me to install samba3 tennisr: Can you read this minimec, ikonia: tcp 0 0 0.0.0.0:22
0.0.0.0:* LISTEN 7129/sshd pauluntu try this sudo apt-get install samba4 tennisr: when you open the process list from top pauluntu: just install samba4, I'm
not sure if it will work with samba3 at all. tennisr: do you have a problem with that, or is this just something you are curious about?
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ituber 6 mac 6.5.6 is not installed, I don't know what the problem is, maybe you found a solution?
It's not an error, as soon as I try to install it says it can't find any md5 hash of that file. I have that
only as a PDF file, it's in German, what could actually be wrong with my file? I know it's
supposed to be a pdf, but all it says is that it only has an md5 hash. This is what I have done so
far: 1. Installed Adobe Reader on my Mac computer. 2. fffad4f19a
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